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Objective: In 2004, results from The Texas
Medication Algorithm Project (TMAP) showed bet-
ter clinical outcomes for patients whose physicians
adhered to a paper-and-pencil algorithm compared
to patients who received standard clinical treatment
for major depressive disorder (MDD). However,
implementation of and fidelity to the treatment algo-
rithm among various providers was observed to be
inadequate. A computerized decision support system
(CDSS) for the implementation of the TMAP algo-
rithm for depression has since been developed to
improve fidelity and adherence to the algorithm.

Method: This was a 2-group, parallel design,
clinical trial (one patient group receiving MDD
treatment from physicians using the CDSS and the
other patient group receiving usual care) conducted
at 2 separate primary care clinics in Texas from
March 2005 through June 2006. Fifty-five patients
with MDD (DSM-IV criteria) with no significant
difference in disease characteristics were enrolled,
32 of whom were treated by physicians using CDSS
and 23 were treated by physicians using usual care.
The study’s objective was to evaluate the feasibility
and efficacy of implementing a CDSS to assist phy-
sicians acutely treating patients with MDD com-
pared to usual care in primary care. Primary efficacy
outcomes for depression symptom severity were
based on the 17-item Hamilton Depression Rating
Scale (HDRS17) evaluated by an independent rater.

Results: Patients treated by physicians employ-
ing CDSS had significantly greater symptom reduc-
tion, based on the HDRS17, than patients treated with
usual care (P < .001).

Conclusions: The CDSS algorithm, utilizing
measurement-based care, was superior to usual
care for patients with MDD in primary care settings.
Larger randomized controlled trials are needed to
confirm these findings.

Trial Registration: clinicaltrials.gov Identifier:
NCT00551083
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ajor depressive disorder (MDD) is a common
and debilitating psychiatric illness, with lifetime

prevalence rates of up to 16.2%.1 Furthermore, it is well
known that MDD is a chronic, recurring illness. Accord-
ing to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders, Fourth Edition, Text Revision (DSM-IV-TR),
50%–60% of patients who suffer a first-time major de-
pressive episode will develop a second episode, and those
with 2 or more prior episodes can almost be assured of
having further episodes.2 Additionally, the presence of re-
sidual symptoms of depression is a strong predictor for
relapse of major depression,3 and for this reason, full re-
mission of symptoms is the goal of acute-phase treat-
ment.4 However, based on recent “real-world” effective-
ness trials in routine outpatient psychiatric and primary
care clinics, remission rates following up to 14 weeks of
standard citalopram antidepressant treatment are modest
at 28%.5

The issue of inadequate remission rates for patients
with MDD is compounded in primary care, where some
reports suggest that 50%–70% of patients with MDD are
unrecognized.6 In 2001, Young and colleagues7 also re-
ported that only 1 in 5 patients with either a depressive or
anxiety disorder received adequate treatment in primary
care practice. To ensure more aggressive identification
and treatment of MDD in primary care settings, the US
Preventive Services Task Force recommended that all
adult patients be screened for MDD in clinical practices
that have systems in place to ensure accurate diagnosis of
and effective treatment for MDD.8

The development of guidelines and algorithms has
been the traditional solution to improve MDD treatment
in primary care. Schulberg9 called for the use of treatment
guidelines in regard to the psychopharmacologic treat-
ment of depression in primary care. In recent years, a
number of studies have consistently depicted the superior-
ity of clearly defined, multifaceted treatment protocols in
primary care settings over usual care models.10–13 The
Texas Medication Algorithm Project (TMAP) was devel-
oped with the purpose of disseminating “real-world”
pharmacologic treatment guidelines, founded on current
evidence-based medicine (where available) and consen-
sus expert opinion, for the treatment of psychiatric ill-
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nesses. The first iteration of the TMAP consensus guide-
line for nonpsychotic and psychotic MDD was devel-
oped in 1999 and was provided in a paper-and-pencil
format.14 Trivedi and colleagues15 compared clinical out-
comes of patients with MDD whose providers (psychia-
trists in the public mental health sector) used TMAP
guidelines to those of patients provided with usual care
and found a statistically significant benefit for the guide-
line group. Even with these findings, research on the
efficacy of guidelines suggests that development and
simple dissemination alone are not sufficient to improve
the quality of primary care.16 There has been consider-
able effort in promoting consensus guidelines created for
multiple fields, but finding an effective implementation
strategy continues to be a challenge. Furthermore, stud-
ies have consistently shown that the initial benefits of
algorithm implementation in primary care are not sus-
tained once the implementation support is withdrawn.10,11

For this reason, we decided to develop a computerized
decision support system (CDSS) for implementation of
the TMAP guidelines for depression (CompTMAP) to
provide ongoing, sustained, point-of-care assistance to
primary care clinicians.16

The current study was designed to assess the impact
that a CDSS aligned with the TMAP MDD algorithm
would have in aiding primary care physicians treating
patients with major depression compared to colleagues
providing usual care. The benefits of computerized
decision support systems are far-reaching in other pri-
mary care settings, from improving clinical endpoints
(ie, antibiotic use) to reducing unnecessary costs and
procedures.17,18

METHOD

Design Overview
The objectives for this preliminary study were to

establish feasibility and efficacy for implementing a
CDSS to treat MDD in primary care. This was a pros-
pective, proof-of-concept efficacy trial conducted from
March 2005 through June 2006 comparing depressive
symptom outcomes in 2 distinct outpatient groups
treated by primary care physicians. Treatment groups
were unblinded (ie, physicians and patients were aware
of which intervention they belonged to); however, the
depression symptom severity assessments were con-
ducted by an independent rater separate from treatment
teams/assignments.

Settings and Participants
Primary care physicians were assigned to treat MDD

with either a CDSS or usual care. Four physicians from 3
private practice, primary care clinics in Texas agreed to
participate in the study and provided informed consent; 2
physicians were assigned to usual care and 2 to CDSS.

Outpatients aged 18 years and older were initially identi-
fied by their primary care physicians as having nonpsy-
chotic MDD (DSM-IV criteria) on the basis of a routine
clinical interview. Identified subjects then underwent a
rigorous diagnostic interview conducted by an indepen-
dent rater,19 who also interviewed the subjects using the
17-item Hamilton Depression Rating Scale20 (HDRS17).
Patients with an HDRS17 score ≥ 14 who did not have
a condition excluding them from the study were then
consented and enrolled. Criteria excluding patients from
participating in this study included (1) a current Axis I
diagnosis of somatization disorder, anorexia nervosa, bu-
limia, or obsessive-compulsive disorder; (2) current alco-
hol or substance dependence; (3) women with a positive
pregnancy test or who were lactating; (4) women of child-
bearing potential who were not practicing a clinically
accepted method of contraception; (5) general medical
conditions that contraindicated antidepressant medica-
tions; and (6) a clinical status requiring inpatient or day
hospital treatment.

Initially, 60 patients were approached to provide in-
formed consent as approved by the Institutional Review
Board of the University of Texas Southwestern Medical
Center, Dallas, Texas. Five patients were deemed ineli-
gible for the study because their primary diagnosis was
not MDD. Of the remaining 55 patients enrolled in the
study, 32 were treated by physicians using the CDSS, and
23 were treated by physicians using usual care.

Interventions
Description of CDSS. An in-depth explanation of the

rationale and design of the CompTMAP program is pro-
vided elsewhere.21 In general, the CDSS for depression
for the present study was based on an up-to-date model of
CompTMAP that employs the principles of measurement-
based care,5,22,23 while at the same time having a user in-
terface for providers that is easy to use. Measurement-
based care refers to the systematic use of measuring
clinical outcomes at routine visits to guide treatment man-
agement. These outcomes may include symptoms, side
effects, and medication adherence. Recent efforts from
the large, multisite effectiveness study, Sequenced Treat-
ment Alternatives to Relieve Depression (STAR*D),24,25

show that a treatment plan guided by measurement-based
care is integral in implementing algorithm-based care.5

The initial treatment step in the CDSS group for this study
was treatment with sertraline, and the initial treatment
step in the usual care group was treatment with a selective
serotonin reuptake inhibitor (SSRI) other than sertraline.
Thereafter, treatment for patients in the CDSS group was
guided by the TMAP algorithm.

Clinician training. Before the study commenced, all 4
participating clinicians received a 1-hour lecture review-
ing current guidelines for the pharmacologic treatment for
depression (see Table 1). The CDSS group then received
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another 2-hour introductory teleconference followed by a
2-hour on-site training session focusing on the TMAP al-
gorithm for MDD. The on-site session for the 2 clinicians
assigned to the CDSS group included education on the
program and hands-on practice with the CDSS. Simulated
visits were created to illustrate how the CDSS would be
used in routine practice. In addition, the CDSS clinicians
received software support through the first few visits with
actual study patients. The overall goals of training were
(1) to assist physicians with becoming familiar with both
the depression treatment algorithm and the CDSS, as well
as (2) to emphasize the importance of measuring depres-
sive symptoms at each visit. Each clinician assigned to
CDSS was given a copy of the TMAP Manual for MDD.14

Protocol details, as well as how to access these materials,
were also discussed during training. Regular teleconfer-
ences were set up to provide support and to assist in any
further training on using the CDSS. We have extensive
experience in training and monitoring adherence and fi-
delity to algorithm implementation through our ongoing
R01 MH-164062-01A1 grant for examining the efficacy
of the implementation of a computerized algorithm in
tertiary care psychiatric outpatient clinics compared to a
paper-and-pencil algorithm.26

Outcomes
Subjects were followed longitudinally, rated at base-

line and then every 6 weeks for a total of up to 24 weeks.
The primary outcome, depression symptom severity, was
measured using the HDRS17. In addition to the HDRS17,
depressive symptomatology was also assessed using the
16-item Quick Inventory of Depressive Symptomatol-
ogy–Self-Report27,28 (QIDS-SR16) and the 30-item Inven-
tory of Depressive Symptomatology–Clinician-Rated28,29

(IDS-C30). Aside from the QIDS-SR16, which was based
on patient self-assessment, all rating assessments were
performed by an independent, blinded rater not associated
with the treatment team.

Statistics
Baseline demographic and clinical characteristics be-

tween the 2 groups were tested using χ2 tests (or Fisher

exact test when smallest expected cell
count was < 5) for dichotomous measures
and the Wilcoxon rank sum test for con-
tinuous measures (see Table 2). Similarly,
treatment patterns were assessed using
Fisher exact test for dichotomous vari-
ables and the Wilcoxon rank sum test
for continuous measures (see Table 3).
All significant tests reported are 2-tailed
analyses with α set at .05.

Analysis of the primary outcome mea-
sure, the change in symptom severity
based on the HDRS17, was conducted us-

ing a hierarchical random regression model with a first-
order autoregressive AR(1) covariate structure. For this
model, patients were nested within physicians, and phy-
sicians were nested within the treatment group (ie, CDSS
vs usual care). All analyses were conducted using the
SAS (SAS Institute, Inc, Cary, North Carolina) MIXED
procedure.30,31 The hierarchical random regression model
was used to test for group differences on the secondary
symptom outcomes (IDS-C30, QIDS-SR16) as well.

Response on the primary outcome was defined as a
50% decrease in symptom severity from baseline on the
HDRS17. Remission on the primary outcome was defined
as a score of 7 or less on the HDRS17.

27 For secondary
outcomes, response was defined as a ≥ 50% decrease in
depressive symptom severity from baseline visit, with
remission defined as a QIDS-SR16 score ≤ 5 and/or an
IDS-C30 score ≤ 12.

RESULTS

Baseline Sample Demographics and
Disease Characteristics

Of the 55 patients, 48 were female (87%), and based on
the demographics of the practice populations, the vast
majority were white. Table 2 provides a clinical summary
of the demographic features of the cohort. The majority of
participants also had a history of recurrent MDD (mean
number of prior episodes for CDSS and usual care, 2.4
and 2.8, respectively). There were no statistically signif-
icant differences in baseline demographic and disease
characteristics between the 2 groups in the sample.

Main Outcome Measures
The primary outcome, change in mean HDRS17

score, as predicted by the random regression model,
was superior among patients receiving CDSS vs usual
care (P < .0001). Figure 1 illustrates the predicted mean
HDRS17 scores over time for the 2 groups. Similarly,
the secondary outcomes predicted by the random regres-
sion model, change in mean QIDS-SR16 (P < .0001) and
IDS-C30 (P < .0001) scores, were significantly lower for
the CDSS group than for usual care.

Table 1. Characteristics of the Treatment Interventions Used by Physicians in
the Study of a CDSS for Depression

Usual CDSS for
Characteristic Care  Depression

Initial 1-hour training on current depression guidelines X X
Independent assessment to confirm primary care patients with MDD X X
Independent rater assesses depression severity throughout study X X
Initial 2-hour training on TMAP manual for depression X
2-Hour patient visit simulation integrating CDSS into routine practice X
Clinicians given a copy of TMAP manual for depression X
Regular follow-up teleconferences to technically assist CDSS X

Abbreviations: CDSS = computerized decision support system, MDD = major depressive
disorder, TMAP = Texas Medication Algorithm Project.14
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Rates of Response and Remission
The overall rates of response and remission were cal-

culated for both the primary and secondary outcomes. The
rates of response, based on the HDRS17, were comparable
among the 2 groups, 59% for CDSS and 61% for usual
care. In contrast, rates of remission based on the HDRS17

were slightly better for CDSS (44%) than for usual care
(39%). The most striking differences in rates of response
were seen in the QIDS-SR16, in which patients used a
brief self-report measure to document depressive symp-
tomatology. CDSS patients reported a 41% response rate
based on the QIDS-SR16 compared to 26% reported by the
usual care patients. Response and remission rates for the
IDC-C30 displayed no differences between treatment
groups.

Evaluation of Patterns of Treatment
Table 3 represents treatment patterns among the 2

interventions. The groups did not differ significantly with
regards to the number of subjects attaining an adequate
dose of antidepressant medication. The use of either
switching or augmentation also did not significantly differ
between the 2 groups.

The one significant difference between treatment
groups came in relation to the number of treatment visits.
On average, the CDSS group had a significantly higher
mean number of treatment visits with their physicians
during the study period than their usual care counterparts
(5.0 vs 3.7, P = .02). The proportion of dropouts at study

week 12 was roughly equivalent between CDSS and usual
care (19% vs 17%, respectively).

DISCUSSION

On the basis of the primary outcome, it appears that
computerized decision support systems employing the
TMAP algorithm for MDD can be an effective tool for pri-
mary care physicians treating MDD. Furthermore, physi-
cian self-report indicated that CDSS was easy to use and
preferable over usual care. In spite of the small sample
size, patients treated by primary care physicians employing
CDSS had significantly greater mean symptom reduction
on all 3 depressive symptomatology measures compared
with usual care. This was true on the basis of clinician-
rated as well as self-reported symptom rating scales. While
both CDSS and usual care appear to have an increase in
symptom severity at study end (Figure 1), this is likely the
result of dropouts in both sample groups who had achieved
a positive response to treatment prior to week 24. Thus,
those remaining in the study at week 24 were more likely
to have higher depressive symptom severity scores. A post
hoc analysis revealed that of the 36 total persons still en-
rolled in the study at week 18, half (18) had a treatment re-
sponse, and 5 of these responders did not return for their
week 24 visit, whereas only 2 of the 18 who did not have a
treatment response did not return for their week 24 visit.

To establish a measure of clinical significance, we have
also calculated the number needed to treat (NNT), ie, the
number of patients needed to treat using the CDSS for
depression intervention to gain a clinically meaningful

Table 2. Baseline Demographic Characteristics of Patients
With Major Depressive Disorder (MDD)

Usual Care CDSS for Depression
Variable (n = 23) (n = 32)

Gender, female, n (%) 22 (96) 26 (81)
Ethnicity, n (%)

White 20 (87) 26 (81)
African American 1 (4.3) 2 (6.2)
Hispanic 1 (4.3) 1 (3.1)
Asian/other 1 (4.3) 0 (0)
Unknown 0 (0) 3 (9.4)

Age, mean ± SD, y 52.6 ± 16.5 47.9 ± 13.5
Age at onset of MDD, 21.0 ± 16.9 28.1 ± 17.5

mean ± SD, y
No. of episodes, 2.8 ± 1.3 2.4 ± 1.6

mean ± SD
No. with depression 17 (74) 23 (72)

> 2 years, n (%)
Length of current episode, 88.0 ± 84.4 75.6 ± 59.1

mean ± SD, mo
Baseline symptom severity

scores, mean ± SD
HDRS17 18.6 ± 4.0 18.5 ± 3.0
IDS-C30 34.3 ± 7.6 31.2 ± 5.9
QIDS-SR16 12.7 ± 4.8 12.6 ± 4.1

Abbreviations: CDSS = computerized decision support system,
HDRS17 = 17-item Hamilton Depression Rating Scale,
IDS-C30 = 30-item Inventory of Depressive Symptomatology–
Clinician-Rated, QIDS-SR16 = 16-item Quick Inventory of
Depressive Symptomatology–Self-Report.

Figure 1. Predicted Reduction in Mean HDRS17 Scores From
Baseline for Patients Treated With CDSS and Usual Carea

aThe circles represent predicted values from the random regression
model (which allows for computation of missing data) for patients
treated with CDSS, and the squares represent the predicted values
for patients treated with usual care.

Abbreviations: CDSS = computerized decision support system,
HDRS17 = 17-item Hamilton Depression Rating Scale.
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outcome (remission). To make these results interpretable,
they were rounded to the nearest integer. For most in-
stances, including the HDRS17, this NNT was negligible
(HDRS17 remission-based NNT = 21). Further, given the
small initial sample size of the cohort coupled with the
number of dropouts at study end, all estimates and con-
clusions from response rates, remission rates, and NNT
must be tempered.

In general, the gross measures of quality of care did
not show differences between the 2 groups. No significant
between-group difference existed in the number of pa-
tients that were prescribed an “adequate dose” of their
antidepressant medication, with both groups being well
above expected rates.32,33 While differences between
groups regarding augmentation and switch strategies
were not statistically significant, it should be noted that
group differences in categorical variables are difficult to
capture due to the small sample size, and a larger sample
is necessary to make this distinction. However, the mean
number of study visits did significantly differ between the
2 groups. Since visit frequency is an integral piece of
the computerized TMAP algorithm recommendations, we
feel this is a measure of the CDSS clinicians’ adherence to
the algorithm guidelines. This information supports prior
findings indicating that structured and more frequent vis-
its that are tailored using measurement-based care ac-
count for improved symptom efficacy.5 Additionally, visit
frequency, particularly early in the course of treatment, is
the standard for pharmacologic therapy for depression
based on the National Committee on Quality Assurance’s
Health Plan Employer Data and Information Set (HEDIS)
standards.34

The primary objective of this study was to assess the
feasibility of introducing a point-of-care decision support
tool to assist physicians with the treatment and manage-
ment of major depression. The results of this study dem-
onstrate that CDSS may be a successful tool for primary
care physicians in real-world clinical practice. Recent
studies have also shown that, when adhered to, treatment
algorithms vastly improve clinical depression outcomes,
reducing the occurrence of future depressive episodes.35

Study Limitations
The study was limited, however, by the

sample size and the number of participants
who dropped out prior to week 24. Week 24
was chosen as the endpoint for the primary
outcome in order to give the CDSS physi-
cians enough time to employ at least 2 treat-
ment steps, including the first SSRI treat-
ment, based on the TMAP algorithm. On the
other hand, given the small sample size and
the equal proportion of dropouts in each treat-
ment arm, the treatment effect we see in this
preliminary study is all the more encouraging.
Additional study limitations include potential

bias posed by treatment groups that were unblinded to
study physicians, different starting antidepressants in each
group (sertraline in CDSS and other SSRIs in usual care),
and the CDSS physicians’ receiving additional training
utilizing the computer algorithm. Of note, however, both
groups were given copies of the TMAP algorithm, and
both received an initial depression guideline training ses-
sion. Larger randomized controlled trials are needed to de-
finitively confirm the results of this study
in primary care and to test their validity in other practice
settings.

Our results are consistent with some other studies
assessing depression interventions in primary care set-
tings,10,11,36 but differ from a recently published report from
primary care clinics in a US Department of Veterans
Affairs medical center.37 Of note, however, is that prior
studies assessing depression in primary care have in-
cluded multifaceted treatment interventions in addition
to a treatment algorithm (ie, patient education, trained
nurses assisting follow-up, and psychiatric consulta-
tions).10–13 Our results are unique in that this is the first
study to assess the impact of a computerized decision sup-
port system utilized directly by primary care physicians
in the treatment visit (without other care components).
While prior studies have shown that multifaceted collabo-
rative depression interventions in primary care settings are
vitally important, they have also shown a propensity to-
ward a slight increase in outpatient costs.10,11,36 These stud-
ies, however, included other treatment components and
were not computerized decision support systems, which in
other fields of medicine have been shown to reduce medi-
cal and prescription costs.17,18 Incorporating a CDSS in-
tegrated with tools of measurement-based care and the
TMAP algorithm could provide a lower-cost, more effi-
cacious depression treatment option for primary care
settings.

Future Direction
Future studies to explore the feasibility of implement-

ing a CDSS in large primary care and mental health
settings are necessary to further discern the impact of

Table 3. Treatment Patterns Among Intervention Groups
CDSS for

Usual Care Depression
Treatment Characteristic (n = 23) (n = 32) P

Received an adequate antidepressant dose, n (%)a,b 15 (68.2) 22 (71.0) .99c

Treatment switch (new antidepressant), n (%) 2 (8.7) 7 (21.9) .27c

Treatment augmentation (algorithm approved), n (%) 3 (13.0) 4 (12.5) .99c

No. of treatment visits, mean ± SD 3.7 ± 1.7 5.0 ± 2.1 .02d

aAdequate dose based on recommendations in the Texas Medication Algorithm Project
for depression.14

bDosage data missing on 2 subjects (1 in the usual care group, 1 in the CDSS group).
cP values for categorical variables were calculated using Fisher exact test; not

significant (P > .05).
dP value for mean treatment visits was calculated using Wilcoxon rank sum test.
Abbreviation: CDSS = computerized decision support system.
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measurement-based care in routine clinical practice. Our
goal is to develop dissemination approaches to easily
incorporate adaptive guidelines while minimizing user
burden.

Drug names: citalopram (Celexa and others), sertraline (Zoloft
and others).
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